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                                Charger 360 - Season 2, Episode 17: David Ramirez ’24 and Rob Holub ’08, ’09 MBA

                                David Ramirez ’24, a sport management major and esports and gaming minor, and Rob Holub ’08, ’09 MBA, director of esports, joined Charger 360 to talk about the University being at the forefront of esports education and the opportunities available to esports student-athletes. David reflected on the opportunities he has had thanks to esports and gave an inside look to some in-game Call of Duty clips, while Rob talked discussed what led to the University creating academic opportunities in the growing fields of esports and gaming.
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								In the Media

                                News 12 Connecticut: University of New Haven to hold annual mass casualty incident drill

                                The University of New Haven held its annual mass casualty incident drill for students majoring in criminal justice, forensic science, homeland security, fire science, emergency management, and cybersecurity, among other programs, and to provide firsthand experience responding to a disaster situation.
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								In the Media

                                NBC Connecticut: Women's basketball sees record high numbers during NCAA Tournament

                                Ceyda Mumcu, associate professor of sport management, comments on the growing number of women’s sports teams being televised on major networks such as ESPN.
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								In the Media

                                NPR Where We Live: A look at Connecticut's bridges and other infrastructure

                                Ron Harichandran, dean of the Tagliatela College of Engineering, participated in a panel discussion on the state of the bridges in Connecticut. The event took place after the Key Bridge was struck by a cargo ship and collapsed.
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								The Charger Blog

                                Healthcare Majors Benefit from Healthcare-Focused Career Fair 

                                The University’s Career Development Center recently hosted a first-of-its-kind career expo focused on the field of healthcare. Students were grateful for the opportunity to explore career and internship opportunities in their field and to connect with industry professionals. 
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								The Charger Blog

                                Fox61, Communication Department Hosted 100+ High School Students

                                The University’s third annual Media Day gave local high school students an opportunity to interact with professionals in the field while receiving an inside look at what it would be like to power their dreams as Chargers.  
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								The Charger Blog

                                University Celebrates Members of Military and Veteran Community and Their Supporters

                                The Salute to Service Awards Ceremony recognized the accomplishments of student-veterans and military-affiliated students, as well as those who have gone above and beyond to support them. It brought together members of the University and local communities, as well as state and federal leaders, for an event focused on solidarity, support, and service. 
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								The Charger Blog

                                Charger Blogger Reflects on Experience in Emergency Medical Services

                                Beatrice Glaviano ’26 offers a peek into the life of a first responder, and she discusses what she’s learned about serving others while also taking care of herself. 
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								The Charger Blog

                                Chargers Reflect on Meeting ‘Role Model’ at Inspiring Campus Talk

                                The Charger community recently welcomed Dominique Jackson, an advocate, author, and actor, who spoke to the University community as part of Women’s History Month. Her talk inspired reflection and offered Chargers a 'powerful example of success.'
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								The Charger Blog

                                Solar Eclipse Offers Unique Research and Learning Opportunities for Chargers

                                Whether they are headed to New York or Texas to launch weather balloons or sharing their passion for research on campus, teams of students and faculty members are excited for the solar eclipse. It promises to be an extraordinary opportunity to take their research to new heights and, even, to test a new weather balloon prototype. 
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								The Charger Blog

                                Nutrition Sciences Major Discusses Modern Connection to Ancient Foods

                                Beatrice Glaviano ’26 explains what Ancient Egyptians ate and how their diet is still relevant today, offering a serving of history and a few recipe ideas.
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								The Charger Blog

                                Health Sciences Students to Host Mental Health Event on Campus

                                As part of their capstone class, health sciences students are planning the University’s third annual Fresh Check Day. The fun and interactive event fosters community and education while promoting mental health awareness and suicide prevention. 
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								In the Media

                                LiveNOW from Fox: Voters in 4 states head to the polls

                                Patricia Crouse, a practitioner in residence of public administration and political science, discusses the presidential primary, including ballot questions in Wisconsin on how elections will be run in November.
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								In the Media

                                CNN: Billions of Dollars in U.S. Aid Hung Up In Congress

                                Matthew Schmidt, associate professor of international affairs, national security, and political science, discusses the impact of the aid for Ukraine from the U.S. that has still not been released by Congress.
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								In the Media

                                Fox News Dallas Fort Worth: AT&T data breach leaked customers' info online

                                Vahid Behzadan, assistant professor of cybersecurity, data, and computer science; computer and electrical engineering; and director of the SAIL Lab, discusses a data breach impacting millions of AT&T customers that released personal information on the dark web.
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								In the Media

                                The Epoch Times: New York’s Election Year Anti-Crime Strategy Too Little, Too Late, Critics Say

                                John DeCarlo, professor and director of the Master’s Program in Criminal Justice, comments on how George Kelling’s theory, developed in the 1980s, is being used as New York is dealing with serious crime in the subways again.
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								The Charger Blog

                                Marketing Major Looks Forward to Beginning Career at Leading Data Company

                                For Christian Rosario ’24, the connections he’s made as a Charger have led to exciting opportunities to get involved with the University community – and beyond. He’s now making important connections in his field through his internship, and he’s already lined up a full-time position for after he graduates. 
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								The Charger Blog

                                Senior Looks Forward to Career in Esports

                                Connor Lincavicks ’24 says he’s “loved every second” of playing esports as a Charger. Whether he was helping to build a team or representing the University at tournaments, he’s grateful for the opportunities he’s had to make connections and to grow as a leader.
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								The Charger Blog

                                Nutrition Sciences Major Breaks Down the ‘Power of the Gut Microbiome’

                                Beatrice Glaviano ’26 discusses prebiotics and probiotics, and she examines their impact on bacteria and on the human body.
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								The Charger Blog

                                Charger Blogger Discusses the Importance of Cleaning and Decluttering

                                Beatrice Glaviano ’26 reflects on the impact of a good cleaning, whether that means clearing the space under her bed or a spiritual cleanse. She’s discovered that tidying up can help her feel less stressed and ready to take on her day.
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								In the Media

                                LiveNOW from Fox: Today is the deadline for New Jersey's June 4th primary

                                Patrica Crouse, a practitioner in residence of public administration and political science, discusses the filing deadline for individuals interested in running in the primary for the U.S. Senate seat held by Bob Menedez (D-NJ) who was federally indicted for obstruction of justice, bribery, and corruption. Menendez may run as an independent in the general election.
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	Contact

	Dave Cranshaw, Director of Communications and Public Relations

		DCranshaw@newhaven.edu
	(401) 617-4535
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    Stay up to date with our biweekly enewsletter, highlighting stories from around the University.
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            Newsletter Terms
            
                Marketing permission: I give my consent to the University of New Haven's Office of Marketing & Communications to be in touch with me via email using the information I have provided in this form for the purpose of sending me Charger Nation News, a weekly email digest of University of New Haven news and media.



What to expect: If you wish to withdraw your consent and stop hearing from us, simply click the unsubscribe link at the bottom of every email we send. We value and respect your personal data and privacy. To view our privacy policy, please visit our website. By submitting this form, you agree that we may process your information in accordance with these terms.
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